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Membership
The NBCS has continued to gather momentum in the first

quarter of 2014 attracting membership from a variety of sectors,

including energy, freight and retail. A key area of focus for this

year is to increase membership and the data held within the

central data repository of the NBCS so that businesses can

be better informed about crime trends and possible risks

to their businesses.    

Re-launch of TruckPol
On 6th March the NBCS re-launched TruckPol, the joint industry

partnership with the police and the road, freight, haulage industry.

By collating information from across the business sector the

NBCS is now in an even stronger position to identify trends that

are impacting on the wider UK business community.  As part of

the re-launch a letter was sent to all Chief Constables requesting

they share the data they hold on freight crime for comparisons

with that supplied by the industry. Feedback from the police

has been extremely positive with over 40 forces now liaising

with TruckPol on freight crime issues. 

Catherine Bowen

Policy & Stakeholder Director
National Business Crime Solution (NBCS)

Catherine.Bowen@nationalbusinesscrimesolution.com
07436 802 229

‘We speak of collaboration not isolation.

The National Business Crime Solution re-

launch of TruckPol is welcomed as it adds

the vehicle crime dimension that we need

to provide the whole intelligence picture

necessary to address business crime.

The fact that the business community is

willing to support the re-introduction of

TruckPol financially with a clear desire that

it is run by the NBCS is testament to the

developing momentum that the public

private intelligence partnership is having on

addressing business crime in all its forms.’

DCC Sue Fish

Nottinghamshire Police and National Policing
Lead for Business Crime Reduction

‘As Chair of the RHA Security Forum and Director of Security TNT UK

I am delighted that TruckPol has been resurrected as it and its

previous output was invaluable to the industry. Integrating

TruckPol into the NBCIB is absolutely the right thing to do as

this will further enhance the information/intelligence sharing,

analysis and dissemination which will be to the benefit of the

freight Industry as well as the wider Business community.’

John Traynor

Chair of the RHA Security Forum

Fraud Scoping
Another key area of focus over the past few months has been

fraud. The NBCS has established a Fraud Scoping Group and

has been working with a range of businesses to understand

how the NBCS can assist in getting the law enforcement

response necessary to tackle the growing threat from fraud

and online crime. The NBCS has taken a sample of data from

a number of retailers and at the last meeting on 12th March

was able to evidence a number of incidents that were affecting

several businesses. One of these incidents was a live

investigation where the extent of the offending had been

previously unknown. The trial will now be extended to many

more businesses to provide further evidence of the value

of sharing fraud data and participation with the NBCS.

TruckPol
Collaborating to fight truck and freight crime
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At the end of 2013 a member business alerted the NBCIB to an increase in

ink thefts. An alert with images was circulated to the police. As a result of this,

Northumbria police contacted the NBCIB with the details of a similar offence

in October 2013 involving a retailer where two arrests had been made. 

The NBCIB continued to work with the member business to collate and map

all the offences. The majority of offences against the member business had

occurred across the North of the country. However, information received in

response to the alerts issued by the NBCIB indicated that the offences were

widespread and affecting multiple businesses across a number of forces. 

Due to the NBCIB raising awareness among its members, in February the

NBCIB was notified of an offence in Hampshire where retail staff had spotted

a vehicle being used by the offenders. This was passed on to the police.

On 4th March a member store alerted the NBCIB to an offence in the West

Mercia area and provided the details of the vehicle used by the offenders.

The NBCIB immediately flagged this to police. Further enquiries by the

NBCIB also established that this was the same vehicle that had been

used by the team arrested in Northumbria. 

The vehicle was subsequently stopped by the police and contained £1200

worth of ink cartridges. The three occupants of the vehicle were arrested.

The NBCIB notified Northumbria police who travelled to West Mercia to

process the offenders due to the links with their ongoing investigation.

At the same time an offence was committed against a member business in

Merseyside. Vehicle details provided at the time indicated these offences

were linked with the team who had

been active in Hampshire in February. 

In the past three months these

offences have affected around 5

retailers across at least 9 force areas.

Northumbria Major Crime Unit is

investigating all the information

passed on by the NBCIB. Early

enquiries have indicated a link

between the two teams thought

to be an organised crime group.
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‘The ability of the NBCIB to track and

monitor these offences meant that we

were better informed as a business

and through the liaison with the police

forces and other businesses impacted

led to the timely arrest and ongoing

investigation into those involved.’

Mick Phipps

Head of Loss Prevention, Wilko

Managed Service from the
Private Sector Intelligence ‘Hub’
Since the start of the year, investigations being

raised by the National Business Crime Intelligence

Bureau (NBCIB) have doubled when compared to

last year’s average. Between January and March

the NBCIB has raised 45 investigations. These have

involved over 20 businesses and 15 police forces.

Just under half of the investigations raised

were as a result of alerts being issued following

information coming in from the businesses and

police network which indentified wider offending.

Crime Trends and Linked Series 
In the first three months of the year there have

been 8 cross force investigations, with a lead force

appointed in 3 of these cross force investigations. 

Of the investigations raised, the large majority

of offences related to theft, with a significant

number also being as a result of fraud. 

There has been a significant upturn in the theft

of cigarettes, and a recent trend noted in relation

to the theft of ink cartridges. 

Significant Outcomes
In around 15 investigations a vehicle was involved

and notified to the NBCIB. In 12 of these

investigations NBCIB activity led to the vehicle

being flagged to police as being involved in crime

and subsequently led to the arrests of 10 offenders.

In one recent investigation the NBCIB helped the

police to secure the conviction of a prolific offender

known by the NBCIB to be involved in cross-force

offending involving several businesses.

The offender received a 24 week prison

sentence suspended for 2 years due to the

NBCIB evidencing the extent of his offending. 

Property was recovered in at least

4 recent cases. One of these related to the 

ecovery of stolen power tools worth over

£1000 following a report of the theft of

digital cameras from an electrical store.

There was also the recovery of over

£1000 worth of ink cartridges in a

recent case – further details alongside.

Case study
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